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PREFACE

The theme of this thesis is to explain the relationships
of Albania as "The Problem Child of the Adriatic".

It is impossible

within the limits of a single study to do justice to a country such
as Albania, to a period crowded with new ideas, fermenting with
events, enriched by a cultured and aristocratic peoples which evolved
from a group of oppressed tribal clans to constitute a "powder keg",
a nation of independent government achieved within a few years.

Considering the lack of primary sources, no one can be
more conscious than the author that a study of this kind has its
limitations, making the task a hazardous one, and any conclusions
at which the writer arrives are necessarily provisional or quoted
from some authority.

We possess, however, sufficient material to eliminate
unnecessary details, and the author only wishes to emphasize what
brought about this new country of Albania, its problems and its
future as related to itself and to European ambitions in the Balkans.

Division X

t h e e v o l u t i o n o f i n d k f e n :*1:1

ALBANIA

A1 ban l a 1s Background

Stirring up a hornet's nest is an exciting diversion for the
average small boy; stirring up an international hornet's nest is an
integral part of diplomatic maneuvering: yet with the slow coming into
being of autonomous Albania., few realised that this evolving nation was
to be the largest hornet ' 3 nest of the entire Balkan Peninsula.

The Albanians are among the oldest peoples of Europe.
their country formed a part of the Roman provinces of Illyria

Anciently
and Epirus.

After the dismemberment of the Roman Empire it became a part of the
Byzantine Empire.

In 6U0 Northern Albania was invaded by the Serbians,

and in the ninth century the southern portion was conquered by the Bulgars.
At intervals the Normans, Venetians, and the Byzantines disputed ever the
territory, but for the major portion of the time the Albanians remained
nominally under Serb control.

Upper Albania and part of southern Albania

were ruled by the princely family of Montenegro - the Balsa family - until
about 1360, the time of the death of Emperor Dusan, the Mighty, of Serbia.

During the entire period of overlordship, the Albanian's retained
their ethnic identity to a marked degree, refusing first to intermingle
with their conquerors, and enabled to retain this independence thru their
own feudal clan system, well adapted to the mountainous region of the
peninsula.

Gaining control of the territory again themselves after the

death of Emperor Dusan, the tribal chiefs governed it in their various

fashions until

1 U3I

when the Turks invaded the peninsula and took

possession of it.

The invasion of the Turks proved to be the impetus for the first
unification of the several H b a n i a n tribes, uniting them under the common
banner of George Castriotes, better known as Scanderbeg, driving out the
hated Turkish conqueror in l^+3»

This independence was then maintained

until the death of Scanderbeg in IU67# but the young state was not
sufficiently strong to stand alone and soon passed into the control of
the Venetians, and again passed into Turkish hands sifter the fall of
Scutari to the Turks in IU78.

During the period of Serbian control, the Albanians, along with
their masters, had adopted Christianity, but during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries had been converted to the Mohammedan faith.

This

was a further cause of estrangement from their Balkan neighbors, the
Bulgarians, Greeks, and Serbs, who remained Christians; and this religious
basis of aloofness was encouraged by the Turks who utilized this faith
element in obtaining from the Sublime Parte the right of succession in
Northern Albania for the Pashas of the notorious Bashalti family.

Under Ali Pasha of Janina, Albania regained for a brief period
of years her independence, and again in I83I Mustafa Pasha made a decisive
effort to shake off the Turkish domination, but was utterly defeated by
the Grand Vizer Re shedll of Skador, and surrendered.

This meant utter

domination by the Turk, altho clan leaders arose in rebellion several
times, notably in the years

1833* 183^,

an<* 18^2, but to no avail#

During this entire period of early history it was difficult

to define the territorial limits of those who called themselves the
people of Albania.

The territory is a mountainous one and definitions

of boundary lines from time to time were bitterly disputed, since these
were sure to divide the grazing land of some clan or clans in two.

By the time of the Balkan war of 191&-13* however, territorial
limits had been quite definitely defined, altho the neighbors were illdisposed to allow an independence to Albania.

These limits defined

Albania as being composed of the Turkish provinces of Scutari (the
ancient Bpiros), and parts of the Ottoman vilayets of Kossono and Monastir.
It lies in the western part of the Balkan Peninsula, and was bordered on
the west by the Adriatic, on the northwest by Montenegro, on the north
and northeast by Serbia, and on the south by Greece.

Today*s geographic bounding of the state of Albania, following
the national revisions of the world war, show that Albania lies between
Jugoslavia and Greece, on the eastern shore of the Adriatic Sea.

As has been stated earlier, the modern Albanians are descendants
of feudal clansmen, holding allegiance directly to a tribal chieftan, and
with little obesAance to an overlord, by whatever name he be called.
Mountaineers, living in secluded valleys, they have retained national
and tribal characteristics despite disputes over territorial and physio**
graphic ownership.
The inhabitants, who were called by the Turks Arnatua. by the
are

Serbs

the the anciant Pelasgs, and are divided into two main groupings.
are £he Ghegs of the north and the Tosks of the south.
hereditary aristocracy.

The Ghegs

These

Both have a

are divided into two tribes, the

Malissoni and the Minidits, the former "being the more important.

Both

tribes are semi-civilized mountaineers, constantly under arms, living in
a state of perpetual anarchy, each clan being at odds with its neighbor
Responsibility is not to law but to person, and personal vengeance is
taken without recourse to law.

The Tosks of the south are more civilized, and have hitherto been
under the guidance of a system of chiefs, governed generally by the
Ottoman code of laws*

These clans have, in addition, a self-created

administration of a someidiat aristocratic-republican character, with a
Duke as chief leader in war or peace, who is at the same time the head
of a council of chosen senators.

The Albanian language is thought by many to be the speech of the
ancient Pelasgs; by others it is believed to be one of the eight chief
Indo-Germanic groups.

It is also spoken in parts of southern Italy.

It

is conceded that the Albanian language has been most affected by Latin
influences.

Albania has scarcely any literature save the unwritten folk

songs, folk tales, and fables.

The country is extremely backward in its development, due primarily
to its internal strife; great tracts of fertile land in northern Albania
remain uncultivated, and in allisections the agricultural methods are
primitive.

There are no railroads, few roads, few bridges in old Albania

and likewise in central Albania; but in the southern section a number df
military roads have been constructed in recent years.

Crops are varied.

In the north little is raised but maize, while

the mountain terraces are used for the raising of horses, cattle, and

sheep.

To the south the slopes of the lower valleys are covered with

olives, citrus fruits, and mulberry trees, interspersed with vineyards
and maize fields.

The plateau of Yanina yields an abundance of grain,

and in the valleys opening to the south the finest fruits are produced
for export, along with maize, wheat, and an excellent quality of tobacco.
Primarily the Albanians are an agricultural and pastoral people, with but
slight industrialization.

Aside from the agricultural production, the

chief products are those of the women - gold and silk embroideries and
the filagree work of the goldsmiths.

Albania *8 Struggle for XndeT?endence

isso - 1913

Early in the nineteenth century, thruout the Balkan countries,
peoples of the various rs,ces began to break away from the Ottoman Empire
due to the growing decay of the Turkish regime.

In some cases the ties

were broken by revolt, in others by mutual agreement,

For example

we learn!
"In 1799, after a series of signal defeats the reignp
ing Sultan, Selim III, signed a tfeeaty with Vladika
Peter I, by virtue of which he recognized without any
qualification the full independence of Montenegro,"
In like manner around I876 and 1877* Serbia, Bulgaria, Macedonia,
Armenia - all the Balkan states «* revolted against the Ottoman supremacy.
These controversies and separations occurred primarily because of race
differences,

Altho in some areas the various racial strains were inex

tricably intermingled, in other sections a given race predominated.
In the southern districts of the Balkan Peninsula, for example, and more
particularly along the coast, the Greeks, a city people given to trade,
predominated, while to the north of them the peasant Slavs held sway.

These very Slavs may properly be considered as a special Mace**

1, History of the Balkan Peninsula. Ferdinand Schevill, Harcourt, Brace
and Co,, Hew York, 1922, p.

donian group, but since they were closely related to both Bulgars and
Serbs, and had, moreover, in the past usually been incorporated in either
the Bulgar or Serb state, they inevitably became the object of Bulgar and
Serb disagreement - an apple of bitter discord between these two rival
nationalities.

Early the Bulgars undertook to win Macedonians to their

cause by an amazingly effective and competent program of propaganda,
conducted chiefly thru chikrch and school.

Of far greater significance than the Bulgars, Serbs, or M<mtenegrins were the Albanians.
Empire disintegrated.

They fell with the Turks as the Ottoman

They were, in fact, the greatest sufferers.

As

valiantly as any others they fought the battles of their inherited father*
land, but they were classed as "Turks**, and all their claims were ignored.
The Slavs triumphed, and the Turkish Empire, crushed and humiliated, ha
to accept such terms as Europe chose to dictate.

The wholly Slavonic lands we re for the most part handed over
to Austria to be administered, and lands wholly Albanian were awarded to
Montenegro.

Prior to this partition the Albanians during the courses of

recent generations had been slowly drifting from their mountain highlands
into Western M ncedonia and Old Serbia.

In both of these regions by 1900

they had become a considerable ethnic element, and possibly were in the
majority.

As an illiterate and ill-organized mountain people, they

neither possessed nor developed a national, propaganda as did the Bulgars,
except in the form of pistol shot and rifle fire.

In the use of this

form of moral suasion they were remarkably expert, encouraged rather than
hindered therein by the Turks, who were pleased to play their hand on
the basis of mutuality of religious faith.

Somewhat past the middle of the nineteenth century the whole
Near last question, owing to its transfusion of new elements into the
picture of patterned diplomacy, began gradually to take on a new aspect
In the first place the unification of Italy and of Germany had brought
two new powers onto the scene, who, as soon as they had become oriented
with reference to the disturbing problems of the Porte, began to formulate
their own policies thereto.

As late as the Congress of Vienna, these

policies were still undefined.
African Littoral and on Albania.

Italy fixed an uncertain eye on the
Germany remained content to take her

cue from Austria.

But still more important than the advent of these two new powers
in lending a new face to luropean relationships, was the vigorous and
complicated economic movement conveniently

Hillarized as the Industrial

Revolution.

Up to the early nineteenth century commercial ambition coupled
with conceptions of military and naval security, largely determined
the Balkan attitudes of the Buropean powers.

The proportions in which

the elements of commerce and potential security were mixed differed in
each case, but both elements were invariably present, producing a
ferment sufficient to account for the vigorous rivalry in the Balkans,
which later climaxed in an international conflict.

This is not the proper place for a detailed analysis of this
socio-economic change, the most important transforming agency of our
time, yet it is both proper and necessary to trace its effects upon

the different foreign policies of the world

What the Industrial Revolution, with its release of now economic
energy, brought about can in substance be described as Intensification.
The need for markets capable of absorbing surplus home manufactures be
came more imperative. Restless energy, a keen scent for usury and profit,
were displayed by capital as it sou^it promising

s in backward

areas such as the Balkans, and exploited them. In disguises ever more
protean, capital seized upon the globe*s neglected resources in the
amassing of private wealth and power.

The seizure of actual and potential resources brought about
a fresh invasion of the Sultan*s rights on the Balkan Peninsula,dating
from the Treaty of Berlin. The Mediterranean provinces were especially
accessible, for they bordered on the sea. In 1881 Prance proceeded to
round off her African provinces, occupying
'U

is, which,as had been the

case with Algeria, was nominally, if not in strict fact,a Turkish
province. In the very next year, England occupied Egypt. The Suez Canal
played the major role in this acquitition.

These successes of Prance and England in Tunis and Egypt must
have been hi^ily calculated to stimulate the ambition of Russia, sin<
in all cases of international rivalry, the triumph of one competitor
invariably acts as a potent incentive to ell the others. However, in
190R Russia was defeated in the Busso-Japanese

, so all her ambitions

in the Far East cancelled, her attention was brought to bear on the
Balkans,

where she had played a passive part for over a decade—

Ml

not, however, without first acquiring a certain security against her
I

rf#

leading rival, Austria.

In 1897 Vienna and Petrograd signed a mutual

agreement, pledging themselves to undertake nothing against each other
in the Balkans, or disturbing the status quo.

Slowly, then, like a cancerous wound we find the Ottoman Empire
in the Balkans gradually rotting away, with choice morsels being taken
by England, France, and Germany.

Then we discover the *Young Turks*

coming into the political foreground with their program of Ottomanization,
which very quickly was discovered by the different Christian groups of
Macedonia not to agree with them.

Turkey seemed to try anything new,

at this stage, in order to make a final grasping attempt to keep what
little she had left.

It was of no avail!1 The groups of *Toung Turks*

were simply comparable to the m o d e m gangsters.

They were rapidly dis

covered and exposed by the different Balkan tribes, and it was soon
obvious to the entire world that the Balkans, one and all, hated any
Ottoman ruler, no matter how disguised.

The group of "Young Tirks* attempted to unite Turkey, then, by
bringing Western influences into the Balkans.

Immediately following

this we find the Bulgars, Greeks, Serbs, and Albanians slinking back
into their hills to resume the glory of their respective individual
nations - including the honorable occupation and role of highwaymen and
assassins.

The fiercest hornetle nest stirred up by the "Young Turks*
proved, to everyonefs surprise, to be Albania.

In the course of the nineteenth century the Serbs, the Greeks,
Humans, and the Bulgars, that is, all the subject nationalities of
the Ottomans in Balkania, had in turn revolted against the Sultan.

Yet

Albania did not.

That was partly due to the fact that they were not to

the same degree ground under the heel of the Turk, for the Turks, unable
to exercise effective control in the difficult western mountains, had,
generally speaking, agreed to leave the Albanians to themselves in ex
change for formal submission.

±9 a result, their ancient organization into^ribes and clans,
and their cherished national customs were scarcely affected by the centuries
of Turkish over^-lordship.

In the midst of progressive Europe they

sented a picture of an unchanging primitive society.

In this primitively petrified condition lay a further explana*tion of their failure to rise up against their masters.

In order to join

the modern procession the Albanians would indisputably have to acfuire
something of the modern commercial mentality.

Albania, shut off from

the world by a mountain barrier, prompted to an educated intercourse
e ^ n among themselves by neither commerce, nor highways, nor railways,
was not subject in any way to influences calculated to introduce her
people to a new outlook on life.

Secluded and self-centered as the clans long were in their in
accessible mountains, nineteenth century Europe at length began to pound
on their doors, informing the independent Albanians that they were no
longer to be permitted to live unto themselves alone.

Perhaps the first time the powers as a whole became aware of the
existence of Albania and its peoples was when, on the occasion of the
Congress of Berlin, they met with resistance in connection with the cession

to Montenegro of the provinces of Gusinje and Plave, an integral part <tf
Albania.

Ihis arousal of the people because of the award resulted in the

formation of the so-called Albanian League*

The Ottoman ruler, Abdul Hpmid, had had enough of national move**
ments and entertained no doubt as to their ultimate goal*

A perfectly

correct instinct told him that the Albanians would be lost to the Jnroire
as soon as they attained self-consciousness thru an association formed
for political action.

No less dangerous would be the organization of
agents that all

educational
suppressed,

The revolution of 1908 blew the lid off this policy of repression
and permitted startling effects*

The Albanians interpreted the loudly

proclaimed liberty to mean freedom to agitate for their nationality,
they set busily about organizing schools, circulating newspapers, and
making preparations for an autonomous state*

As early as

1909

this frankly separatist policy of the Albanians

got on the nerves of the "Young Turks", who attempted to interfere with
their nostrum of Ottomanization.

Troops were ordered into the country

and scattered clashes occured between natives and invaders.

Suppressed

at one point, the national movement quickly flared up at another, with
the result that following at long distance the example set by the other
peoples, Albania found herself involved in a war of liberation.

By 1912 the Turks had shot their final bolt.

Perplexed by the

disturbing influences everywhere, more particularly by a war with Italy

which had broken out in 1 9 1 1 , and by the almost certain prospect of a
war with her Christian neighbors in Balkania, the Ottoman rulers decided,
to come to terms with the insuppressable Albanians*

By a peace concluded

in 1 9 1 2 the brave mountaineers received practically all for which they
had asked.

In return for accepting the Sultan as suzerain, they were

accorded a broad home rule policy, which, while leaving them independent
as in the past, conceded them in addition the right to establish themselves as an independent state.

Albania the Hew State and H er Problems
\

m

m

t

The obstacles which faced Albania as a new state were too
serious to minimize.

Too many of its men of position and influence

have had their training in the corrupt school of Turkish politics.
Abdul Hamid in particular treated the wilder chieftains as tame and
favorite tigers, whom he left to prey on his troublesome herds, the
Slavs.

The few men of education and culture who had studied abroad,

or lived in exile or as emigrants to America, or the Balkan States, had
no schooling in practical statesmanship.
choice for governor.

Much would depend upon a wise

H e should be neither Mosle, Orthodox, or Catholic -

a Swedish Prince would be ideal.

Financial aid, by generous loans from Burppe seemed necessary.
It was impossible to support the population without the help of emigra
tion and migratory labor.

But a decade must pass before a country so

undeveloped and unschooled could hope to be self-supporting, to balance
it8 budget, and to show in its wildest districts the beginning of a
civilized existance.

More important, it must be remembered that the future of Albania
must then rest upon the Albanians themselves, provided the Powers first
allotted to them a territory compatible with economic independence,
of the greatest trespassers in this territorial claim of Albania was
Serbia.

Serbia, as soon as Albania became independent, made military

Ome

gestures toward Albania to take Durazzo as an access to the sea.

AustAia

immediately Reacted to this situation with a threat of war with Serbia
should she continue her proposed military intervention.

According to

foreign correspondents at this time, the situation was grave.

Complicated

alliances thruout Europe had placed the "powder keg" in a very precarious
position.
"Tittoni, Italian foreign minister, exhorted that the
agreement with Austria concerning Albania, had been
drawn up previous to the understanding with Austria
and Russia and would be absolutely binding to the
Italian government. This placed Italy in a most diffi*cult position, and she is endeavoring, by every means
in her power, to arrive at a peaceful solution of this
predicament. In the course of the conversation, Poincare told Tittoni that Russia could absolutely rely on
armed assistance from France, if the Austro-*Serbian
conflict should lead to a general war."

Immediately several nations in Europe began mobilizations along
their respective borders*

Russia, Austria, and even Germany.

All this

preparation began to alarm the French Government.
"Poincare is convinced that Austria, as well as Italy,
is firmly resolved not to allow the Serbians to get
Durazzo." 2*
1
This immediately made relations between Frence and Russis very strained
and the final conclusions advanced by the French government as to Serbia
were that Serbiar£ intervention would have to be done at her own risk
and peril.

The reason Italy and Austria seemingly agreed on this vital
issue can be best illustrated

by the following telegram from Sir F#

1. Entente Diplomacy and the World. Seibert Ede, C. A. Schreiner, Knickexv*
bocker Press, p. *407*
2.

Ibid.

p. U07-0S

Bertie to the Marquess of Landsdowne from Home, February 26, I90U.
"Minister for Foreign A ffairs has received thru the
German Government and Italian Ambassador at Vienna, who >
broached the subject of Macedonia on taking up his post,
satisfactory assurances from the Austro-Hungarian gov
ernment, who states that they have no intention of act*,
ing on their own account and that they know Albania
would be key to the Adriatic if possessed by either
Austria or Italy and cannot be taken by either without
war between the two states which neither desired." 1 *

From this correspondence it is easy to conclude why Austria
and Italy were so bitter and positive against Serbia*s intervention
at this time in her attempts to acquire JXirazzo.

It is very obvious at this point that many liberals among the
English and Hussians looked askance at the A lbanians at this period in
their development because they had become the clients of Austrian and
Italian diplomacy.

It is an old prejudice - - no English or French

diplomat thought less of the Bulgarians because their state was a
Hussian creation!

These same critics were the eager partizans of Monte

negro, in spite of the fact that her dynasty had been by long tradition
the feudal pensioner of the Russian Tzars.

However be it as such, no

friend of Liberty or the Albanians could wish that they would sink into
the position of pensioners on the Italian bounty and become tools of
Italian policy*

But what happened to offset this difficulty ?

Albanian frontiers

were so drawn that her richer plains, her more populous towns, her more

1 .British Documents on the Origins of the War. 1898-191^! Vol. V., The
Near East. 150^-1908. Gooch and Temfcerly. Pub. His Majesty*s
Stationery Office, p. 71. no. 29*
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civilized population is divided among the other Balkan States, while all
that was left of her to keep was only a little territory of mountains
inhabited by wild and impoverished clansmen.
accept subsidies and inevitably seal itself*

▲ state in that plight will

£ft,rly Concessions - The Rape of Scutari

The first concession which had heen given the Albanians was
Scutari by the Austrians.

It was easy to give Scutari to the Albanians

because even the Russians in official circles acknowledged Scutari to
be a purely Albanian town.

H0wever, one must bear in mind that Montenegro

caused Sssed Pasha to surrender Scutari to them t

Montenegro sought to

annex Scutari by demanding to exercise the rights of conquest in a spirit
of predatory and recklass racial egoism.

Immediately Austria ordered Montenegro to evacuate this city with
the threat of armed forces.
in M nntenegro.

Then Italy warned Austria not to intervene

Next followed the proposal based upon the Italo^Austrian

treaty of 1897* by virtue of which each of the two powers engaged itself
not to intervene in Albania except with the consent of the other*

It

was suggested therefore that the two powers engage themselves to do
what one could not accomplish without raising objections from Russia in
particular - - that is, they might temporarily occupy Albania for the
purpose of restoring order.

In the eyes of Roman Catholic Austria and Italy it was bad enough
to have three Slav kingdoms of the Balkan Peninsula more or less openly
under Russian influences.

Should they allow the fourth now to be added ?

To prevent this something had to be done.

Hence the preparation for

armed intervention, the zone of the Austrian influence in Albania naturally

to be the northern half, and that of Italy the south

In view of these preparations the King of M 0ntenegro found an
additional motive for the evacuation of Scutari*

Bis first reason was!

that his armed resistance to the will of Europe would mean an end of
Montenegro*s independence.

But his second reason was to save Albania

from a tutelage which might become a permanent occupation.

King Nicolas

announced to his cabinet I
**1 have fought long with myself. Never before in all
the fifty years of my reign have I endured so much torment.
I have resolved to drain the bitter cup to the dregs. I
must give way* I must allow Scutari, this dearest dream
of my youth, to be evacuated - - Scutari, the lawful
heritage of Montenegro, the pledge of our better future.”**

His ministers were furious and replied that they would take the
responsibility for armed resistance.

The King became very alarmed at

this attitude and answered*
"You are responsible before the Montenegrin Parliar□ent, but I am responsible before God. It would not
be right that the curse of generations of Montenegrins
to come should rest upon my name for the terrible mis
fortunes in which my sorely tried peoples would be
plunged were I not to remain firm in my opposition. I
have no glimmer of hope, not the sli^itest prospect of
making my own view prevail on the Scutari question
against the will of the whole of Europe. Of the two
evils let us choose the lesser." ^*

It seemed to all that Montenegro acted wisely.

However, a logical

question, raised by many a skeptic, and logically, was, why did these
European Powers make it possible that Albania could have this concession ?
One answer to this question would be as follows I
the Greeks had a source of subtle intelligence.

Europe knew that

The Bulgarians have the

King Nicholas, the Man of the Hour. Outlook, IOH 1 I32, May ?U,
2. Ibid.

1913,

the power of steady work and disciplined courage*

Let us see and expeiv*

iment with the Albanians to learn if they have qualities worth possession,
and gifts to make a nation with a character of its own.

Why was the concession or gift of the famous city of Scutari to
Albania a practical one ?

The powers felt that without Scutari it is

not possible that Albania could exist as a civilized state at all •

She

had already lost all the other towns to which she had just claim «
Jannina in the south, Djakova and Presdend in the north.

Scutari with

its relatively prosperous and educated population, its colleges and
schools and markets

was the centre of national interest with the single

exception of Coritra which remained.

If the powers had allowed

their unanimous decision that Scutari was Albanian to be set aside, it
would have been idle for Albania to legislate for any of the further
unsettled problems confronting her independence from the Ottoman Brapira .

One need not expect Serbia and Greece to obey where Montenegro
had been allowed to defy I
Poland.

Albania would have disappeared like a Balkan

Serbia on the north, Italy on the west, and Greece to the south,

all were eager to make this new territory theirs, for by having this
wild and mountainous country any nation would then control the Adriatic.

Montenegro had no claim to Scutari save that of conquest.

The

place did not count one Serbian inhabitant to thirty-five Albanians.
Nationality, and the policy of the powers in the making of this concession
were the determinants of the future of Albania*
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Albania and the World War

Upon the outbreak of the World War, the new Albanian state which
had been absorbing the attention, disinterested or otherwise, of the
various powers was instantly, or at least in part, forgotten, and the
Albanians with their so-called ruler left to take care of themselves as
best they were able.

But now with the retreat of Serbia into Albanian

territory early in the World War, and the mustering of Italian troops
bent on aiding King Peter*s forces and joining hands with the armies
of France and Great Britian, bade fair to bring Albania and its peoples
once more into the forefront of Albanian politics.

Aside from Italy* s desire to take part in a war for Democracy,
she wanted two things!
1, A military frontier reasonably safe against sudden attack
from Austria,
2* Safe passage for her vessels on the Adriatic Sea,

The military frontier which Italian military authorities desired
for security might be called a hydrographic frontier; that is to say,
the northern line would lie above the Alpine ridge as it is crossed by
the Brenner Pass,

From this ridge rivers pass and flow northward to

the I^nube and south to the Adriatic,

Hie Alpine line would follow the

main line of the mountains from west to east, and then that curved line
would follow along the Carnic, Julian, and Dinaric Alps which bound the
north-east, and the several Venetian provinces and the Austrian Crown

land of Horizia. The regions of Trieste, I stria, and Dalmatia to the
Montenegrin frontier, a region unmistakably separated by these Alps was
strategically vital in this plan.

The other object, safe paesage for Italian ships in the Adriatic,
was obstructed by the strategic advantages of Austria. No matter where
an Austrian ship may be on the Adriatic, she can slways find shelter by
steaming a few miles and reaching one of the numerous ports on the highlying eastern shore. On the other hand, Italian vessels can find a haven
on the western shores only at Venice and Brindisi.

To oppose these there

are the superb harbors on the Austrian side of Trieste, Fiume, Pola, and
the Dalmatian ports, while the long line of islands also give excellent
shelter to protect almost any fleet.

This portal disadvantage led Italy, early in the war, to seize
the port of Avalona, opposite Brindisi.

Avlona is the best port of

Albania, and its possession is of more value in making the Adriatic an
Italian lake than would be the possession of the whole of Albania.

MItaly,s statemen and Admirals have long since laid it
down that whenever Turkey lost Albania no other flag
but that of an Independent State could be raised in that
country, and that as far as regards Avlona, Italy could
never allow other Great Powers to take possession of that
magmificent base. Italy*s excuse is that for her to
command the Straits of Otranto is a matter of life and
death, and in the crash of the world she must look to her
own safety even if Albania and Europe regard her action
with, at the best, but sullen acquiesence.wl.

During the war Albania was ravaged by the Serbian, French, and1

1. Italy and Albania, Contemporary Review, Vol. 107* P*3^7» Mar. 7. 1915

Italian troops. To keep these foreign troops on her srjil meant that
many of her economic resources, if not all, were exploited, hut to make
any gestures of antagonism would he fatal.

Sven though many of the loyal

Albanians felt bitter resentment toward this intervention of the Allies,
their interests as well as that of the Albanian state itself were with
the Allied powers.

During the World War the dismemberment of Albania was contemplated,
but at the Fe&ce Conference President Wilson steadily opposed its partition.
During the peace Conference Italy demanded a mandatory influence over
Albania, most of which she had occupied.

But Albania objected to this

undesired policy of Italy by military opposition, so strong that Italy
judiciously withdrew from the country by 1 9 2 O.

At this time Albania occupied the same territory that it had in
1 9 1 3 « Jugoslavia and Greece, as in 1 9 1 2 * wanted to partition parts of

Albania to the north and south. Both of these nations continually sent
small bands of armed forces into Albania.

During the year 1921, while

the question of boundaries was still unsettled for Albania, repeated
excursions were made, and revolutionary movements in Albania were en
couraged by Jugoslavia by the snuggling in of arms and munitions.

These early advances of Jugoslavia were met with valient opposi
tion by the Albanians who suppressed them with keen vigor. However, the
danger of another Balkan war made this situation quite serious, so the
League of Nations acted quickly when asked to do so by several powers
involved. On November 7, 1921, Lloyd George invoked Article XL of the
Covenant and called for a special meeting of the Council of Ambassadors.

After two days this representative Council announced that it had fixed
the boundaries of Albania in accordance with the line of 191>-lU, with
a small concession to Jugoslavia on the northern boundary.

It further ordered that both Jugoslavia and Albania withdraw
their troops from this northern boundary until the work of the Delimina tion Commission was finished.

Pashitch, the Jugoslav Premier responded

to the decision of the Council of Ambassadors as follows!
"The British Government has summoned the Royal Govern
ment before the Council of Rations, and threatend it with
the application of extreme measures such as those pro-*
posed in Article XVI of the Covanent of the League of
Nations. By this action a threatening situation has been
created resembling that arising out of an ultimatum.
Placed in this position the Royal Government states with
the greatest regret, and under protest, that it bows to
the decision of the Conference of Ambassadors, in order
to avoid the dangerous consequences of non-acceptance."

With this assurance from the League, Albania had finally found
a place in the sun.

She had been given assurance from the Great Powers

that her border insofar as it now existed would not be raped by her hungry
neighbors.

That Italy, and especially Great Britain,would look favorably

to her future independence, and that she could now begin to develop her
wild and unruly country to its best advantage was assured.

Italy took away her troops, but still the influences she had
created both politically and financially have given Albania further
assurances.

Austria, and her interests in Albania had been destroyed

due to her defeat in the World War and the breakdown of the Hapsburg
Dynasty.

Greece and Jugoslavia, have their own economic and political
1.Europe since 191^. Benns P. Lee, Crofts, New Tork. p. 229

future to work out.

This same future was Albania*s, to be sought and de-

European
necessary,
and very graciously.
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Division II

POST-WAR ALBANIA

Fig.2.
Schematic rep
resentation of proposed
division of Albania, acc
ording to the secret
treaty of London, 1915.
between Italy, G-reat
Britain, France and Russia.*

*After a map in the book- THU NEW WORLD- Bowman, World Book Co.,

1921

Italyrs Albanian Interests

No nation needed or deserved Buropets help and sympathy after
the world war so much as Albania.
of it.

Yet none, on the whole, has had less

To have achieved freedom on the eve of war, amid an atmosphere

crowded with intrigue, covetousness, and suspicion; to have seen hostile
armies march and counteivmarch over her soil for years in a quarrel that
was none of her own; and then for a period of waiting which lasted for
months, at the Peace Conference to be the sport of the big Powers interests,
which were almost indifferent to her own claims, is a fate which the
richest and most vocal of nations might well dread.

How much more so

for a little state of one million inhabitants tucked away in an obscure
corner of the Adriatic, with a language and traditions known to few,
and so impoverished by four hundred and fifty years of Turkish rule
as to be incapable of the vivid propoganda of her rivals.

Albania very early was the field of exploit, especially among
the Italians, Creeks, and Slovenes, who like hungry ogres waited with
fiery eyes and greedy selfishness for choice morsels of this little,
weak country.

Never will be fully known the intrigues, the bitter

words, the threats made among these nations and against each other for
this coveted spot on the Adriatic.

Chief among these nations we find Italy early in this post-war

period ‘beginning to take advantage of this needed orientation.

She has

never been able to forget, least of all under Fascism, the beautiful
promises of Adriatic dominion held out by the Pact of London.

The

oft-whispered plan of an Italian agricultural colony on the Albanian
plains would solve much of her overwcrowded population problem.

It

is obvious, even to the casual spectator of European affairs, that
Italy must be vitally interested in Albanian affairs.
Why this interest in Albania ? is the practical question
asked by any observer.

The writer feels that in explaining the Italian

situation somewhat in detail that one can get a birds-eye view of her
interests, and thereby draw positive conclusions as to why others would
want to divide among them, or have mandate over, Albania.

Italy was the only one of the major powers among the victors
of the World War to experience a complete change in its system of
government.

This was due to many reasons, chief among which was the

general disappointment and difficulties at the Peace Conference — it
will be remembered that the Allies promised Italy virtual control of
the Adriatic, and the Italians were vitally and sorely disappointed in
her achievements in Dalmatia, Albania, the Near last, and Africa.

One single item that took up more of the time of the Council
of Four, and of numerous other bodies, than any other, was that which
arose from the conflict of the Italian demands with those of the newly
formed Serb-*Croat-Slovene state.

In addition to insisting on the

fulfillment of the terms of the Treaty of London, under which she had
been promised territory extending from the Brenner Pass in the Tyrol
to the Port of Avlona in Albania, plus the Dodecanese Islands, and some
land in Africa and Asia.

Italy now demanded the P 0rt of Fiume, and

a part of the Dalmatian coast, both of which belonged to Austria-Hungary
Italy wanted Fiume not only for commercial reasons, but also to prevent
the appearance of any new, strong rival in the Adriatic again.

One of the reasons for the pre-war enmity between Italy and
Austria-Eungary had been the struggle for the control of the Adriatic,
and now that the Austrians and their peril had been removed, Italy did
not propose to allow another rival to come upon the sta&e.

Home knew

that without Fiume, Jugoslavia could not readily achieve maritime
success or greatness.

Orlando and Sonnine advanced to the Council a number of claims
to the extra slice of territory which they desired.

They reminded their

colleagues that when the Treaty of London was signed, Italy thought Flume
was given to her.

Staategic and geographic reasons were advanced to

establish Italyfc claims to Fiume, it being demonstrated that the Port
was directly connected with Italy by sea, but separated from Jugoslavia
by mountains.

After this Council meeting Italy was sorely disappointed

in her

dreams of an Italian lake in the Adriatic, because after all the arguments
advanced by Italy and Jugoslavia, a line was drawn giving Italy somewhat
less than the Treaty of London promised.

It was not until Premier Francesco Nitti had succeeded Orlando
in June of I919 that an understanding came about over Fiume, in the
so-called Treaty of Ropallo which was signed in November, 1920, making

Plume m i independent Free State.

Neither the Slavs nor the Italians were

satisfied with this agreement, and not until 192^ for a treaty called
the Treaty of Hone was Italy given the city of Flume, while Jugoslavia
received Porto Baros, and a fifty year lease of a part of Flume*g border,
or harbor.

With Flume well in hand, Italy needed the Port of Avolna, the key
to the Straits of Otranto.
fought on Albanian soil.

Diring the war Austrians, Serbs, and Italians
Italian troops, moreover, continued to occupy

the lend for several months after the armistice.

During this occupation

the Italian Delegates to the Peace Conference attempted to secure
Albania as an Italian mandate.

Much opposition was given all the Italian

demands for such outright exaction.

As is evident in much of Italian

changed

Instead of

forcing a demand of a complete mandate over Albania, Italian diplomacy
deemed it more expedient to concentrate on the excellent naval base
of Avlona.

Italy planned it very wisely.

The Otranto Straits are only

forty miles wide, and their possession would ensure Italy*e supremacy
in the Adriatic.

Fiume to the north and Avlona to the south permitted

Albania her independence, which in reality would only ma£e Albania
be more dependent on Italy if the "Straits" were in the control of Italy,

Besides having military occupation of Avlona, Italy for some time
kept her armed forces on Albanian territory.

The Albanians, however,

desired independence, and wanted these foreign troops out of the country.
Encouraged hy Woodrow Wilson, and revolutionary leaders of their own
group, the Albanians fomented a hatred for the Italian invaders that at

times involved bloodshed#
plots
troops#

Guerilla warfare, secret meetings, ambush,

of all kinds, and threatening approaches were made on the Italian
It was evident that a decided break from Italian dominance and

future mutual interests were at stake.

By the summer of 1520 the

Italian Premier Giolitti, preoccupied with domestic problems, signed
a treaty withdrawing Italian troops from all Albania save the Island of
Sasero, a strategic navel base#

Despite the interest of Italy, and even her other nei^ibors,
Albania was recognized and admitted to membership in the League of
Nations in December, 1920#

Meanwhile, within Albania the question of

future government was being settled.

Sarly in I92O a temporary govern

ment consisting of a council of notables was elected in the place of
the monarchical government that was begun before the war#

The German

Prince was forced to leave, and this Council took over all judicial,
and state power.

A struggle for control immediately followed, the

chief figures being those of Ahmed Zogu and Pan Noli#

Ahmed Zogu was

a young tribal chieftain who from the age of sixteen had been fighting
in the cause of the Albanian mountaineers#

The other prominent figure

was Bishop Pan Noli, a graduate of Harvard University, who had worked
in the United States in the cause of Albanian independence#

Economic turmoil and civil war raged in Albania following the
World War,

The Allied and Austrian troops had used her territory for

strategic purposes, as has been described earlier.
continued until after the Peace Conference,

This state of affaiTs

Then events in Albania

took a favorable turn, due to the foresight of President Wilson of the
United States, whose stand for Albanian independence encouraged Albanian
leaders to forra a new government in 1920*

At this time a dramatic personality emerged into national
prominence.

It was Ahmed Zogu, at that time twenty-six years of age

Albanian leaders gathered at Lushnia in 1920 to draw up a consti
tution for a provisional government, and “four regents and a first
parliament was elected and then an anti-Italian policy was decided
upon“^*

But the lives of these individuals were in danger, due to the
army
any arising and national

Zogu was at this meeting as a delegate, but he had with him
and

He at once

pledged himself to protect the newly created Constitution, even at the
cost of his own life.

He won admiration for his courage, and the

Council proceeded immediately, and without fear of consequences, to1
1,

Yesterday and Tomorrow, H, Chas. Woods, Fortnightly, Vol.128 os. u

create the Regency which lasted only a short while

Prom 15'20 to 192*+ the Regime was more or less nationalistic
without any distinct leanings towards either Italy or Jugoslavia.

During

this period Zogu inspired confidence and gave hope and direction to the
conflicting emotional elements of turbulent Albania.

Prom 1921 to 192*+,

Zogu became Minister of the Interior, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and
Prime Minister*

But he was destined to reach greater heights.

Zogu risked his life upon several occasions, thus increasing
his popularity.

Yet his quick rise was suddenly halted by a political

crisis which had the most serious consequences.

His great political

rival, Bishop Pan S. Noli, an eminent Albanian who had graduated from
Harvard University, launched a mysterious but successful revolution in
1 9 2 U.

Pan Noli determined to wrest the premiership from the hands of
Zogu and did all in his power to accomplish this speedily.

After fifteen

days of bitter fighting, Noli found himself Premier of Albania, and Zogu,
in order to avoid further civil war, fled to Jugoslavia with several
hundred of his loyal soldiers.

According to G. M. Panority, former secretary to the Albanian
Commission in Washington, D.C., in his comments on Pan Noli*s statement
of his policies to his cabinet after assuming power, we learn S
"No one familiar with the state of affairs in Albania
could have been induced to put any credence in these
twenty points (Pah Nolifs statement to his new cabinet
comprised twenty points.) Albanians who knew Noli
intimately were convinced that Noli was simply playing

with the people in order to prolong his official
life as Regent-Premier and Minister of Iducation,
for such were his official titles at Tirana,
(capital of Albania)."

Noli immediately persecuted those who in any way hindered his
entrance into power.

To further achieve his desired end, Bishop Noli

gave wild promises to the army and to his chief supporters.

Ha promised

to aid in the development of the economic conditions of his country and accomplished nothing.

Few recorders of Albania's story during this

time credit Noli with anything more than a desire for power for the
sake of personal prestige.

However, he did make a number of attempts

to aid his little country, and to confirm his pledges, such as appearing
before the League of Nations and petitioning for a loan.

Evidently,

however, his manner of asking for credit showed a lack of diplomatic
tact, and he even personally affronted some of the individual members.

Concerning this, Panonitz says,
"As regards foreign affairs, also. Noli proved
himself inept and tactless. His famous speech in
favor of Albania delivered at the fifth assembly
of the League of Nations was a masterpiece of
^
diplomatic eloquence, but diplomatically a fiasco."
He blundered time and time again - especially when, after his disappointment
at not receiving a loan from Italy and the League, he asked Russia to
recognize Albania.

Russia, the nation at that time odious to the entire world in
general, lost no time in doing so, and promptly sent to Tirania, capital
of Albania, an envoy whose name was Krakaushi, accompanied by six
secretaries.

The immediate plan was probably to use Tirana as the center

1 . Albania's Latest Revolution. G. M. Panonitz,Curr. Hist. Vol. 22, p.Sl.
2. Ibid. p. 81.

of Soviet prcpoganda in the Balkans

Noli13 change of policy thus evinced was looked upon with suspi
cion "by Albania as well as by Italy and England.

Fascist Italy across

the Adriatic and Conservative England would not allow Bolshevism in the
Balkans at any cost.

Moreover, ninety-five percent of the Albanian

people are property owners, and it was improbable that they should subridt
meekly to Noli*s radical and experimental gesture.

Noli, fearing death,

realising the bitterness which surrounded him on all sides, defeated,
broken in spirit and very weary, made his exit from his country in haste.

Meanwhile, Zogu, having followed the trend of affairs and the
various events very closeljr, crossed the border again in December,

192^,

at the head of a small, but well organized, loyal army which had followed
him into exile.
on all sides.

Instead of encountering opposition, Zogu was acclaimed
Again he came into his «wn.

He immediately took control.

"He assured them of no extraordinary political changes,
punishments, or exiles would result from his return,
concluding his brief statement thus, Everyone will
be held responsible for any disorder that may occur.
SignedJ Colonel A. Zogu. 1"
As soon as the country calmed down, Zogu caused the election
of the Constitutional Assembly.
MIn January, 1925, the Constitutional Assembly,
sitting at Tirania, proclaimed Albania a republic,
and elected Ahmed Bey Zogu to the post of Presi
dent. On March 2, the Assembly adopted a constitu
tion placing the change from the monarchical to the
republican form of government on the basis of
organic law.*

r r ~ Albania 1s Latest Revolution. 0. M. Panonitz, Current History, Vol.
22, p. 82-83-
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As President, Zogu wa 3 cautious not to repeat the "blunders of
King We id or of Bishop Noli*
Albanian peoples.

Ho studied the psychology and wants of the

He won the support of the strongest tribes.

Those

tribes which had always been hostile to the Turks and to the monarchial
government, and which had hever paid taxes, suddenly began to pay taxes
to the government.

He won the friendship of war-like tribal clans and directed
them toward a national union; they accepted Zogu as their ruler# as
well as their leader.

Evidently Zoguls procedure in reaching his goal

was that of a magnet rather than that of a steam-roller.

In this way lee

gave ample proof that his chief objective was to put Albania on a par
with other civilized nations.

He achieved in doing so a united nation.

However, everything at the beginning was not as peaceful as may
have been inferred, for according to Emerson B. Christie, a noted diplomat
and student of Balkan affairs, we learnt
"Numerous plots to overthrow the government were
discovered, many of these being attributed by
officials to the followers of Bishop Fan Noli,
deposed and exiled premier. Political crises
also were frequent, A series of ministerial diff
iculties began with the resignation of the Cabinet
on September 22, 1925; on September 29t President
Ahmed Zogu announced the formation of a new government,
which, however, lasted only until the last week in
November, when it resigned and was reorganized by
the President. Shortly thereafter a political
crisis resulted in the resignation of the twenty
elected members of the Albanian senAte, leaving
only the six members appointed by the government
to carry on the work of the Upper Chamber.

Albania's New Co
Voi.

23,
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However, Zogu called the constitutional assembly to meet on

January lp, 1925* and resume its duties#

The first item on the program

to which the Assembly had to give immediate attention was the Constitjfrtlon and the reconstruction of a definite cabinet#

The constitution of this newest Republic in Europe in 1925 was
a document of historical importance; however, the political stormy tide
of Albanian politics has turned since then#

Among the features of the

new document were the following |
HIt combines certain characteristics of the
and the Parliamentary form of republican governmeuo#—
"The Legislature is expressly vested with power to give
authentic interpretation of the laws#"2*
"Pinal control of legislation is placed in the hands of
the Executive for the President is vested with the veto
power within limitations#"■'*
"The President of the Republic appoints all officers of
the armed force and all high officials, including all
judges and public prosecutors. Except in the case of
the Cabinet, no ratification by either house of that
Legislature is required." *
"The article establishing the Republican form of govern
ment is expressly placed beyond the reach of amendment•
On paper at least the country therefore possessed a thoroly modern and
democratic administration, supposedly modelled in some ways along the
lines of the United States#

In addition to occupying the Presidency, Zogu was Prime Minister#
And beyond this, he was also Minister of Foreign Affairs and Minister

1. Albania*« New ^Constitution, Emerson 3. Christie, Current History, 7dl. 23*
P. 5*+9.
?. Ibid, p. 550.
3 , k, 5 . I M d . p. 551*

of Interior.
According to H. Charles Woods, in an article written about this
time}
"In reality constitutional order is unknown in Albania
(1927), and whilst the four ministers assemble under
the chairmanship of Ahmed Bey, he is the only man who
counts in that assembly. Thus, even if his decisions
are not always put into force, nobody dares openly to
say or do anything against the wishes of his Excellency,
and when something contrary to the printed Constitution
is required by headquarters, a law is forced thru both
houses over-riding, or putting the printed document to
one side. Senators and members of the chambers receive
salaries, mostly because it is convenient to remain and
in silence a certain number of suitable representatives
is imposed upon the population.

Furthermore, this same writer saysj
"Judging from what I saw and heard in Albania a few
weeks ago (1927) the administration is much more along
the line of that existing at the time of Abdul Hamid
than those inaugurated by the Young Turks, or by Mustapha
Hemal Pasha. Indeed, thruout the country corruption is
widespread, justice is reported as comparatively none,
and the policy of the former Minister of the Interior,
particularly his attitude toward the confiscation of
lands in cases where the owners were unable to produce
the title deeds, rarely existing in such a country, left
almost everything to be desired."

Iven tho several sources have made graphic illustration pro and
con, to defend and to destroy the plan of Zogu, it may still be assumed
that from a broader viewpoint, Zogu as President was surely the strongest
man and most powerful figure in Albania in 1927*

Albania Today and Tomorrow, H. Charles Woods.
l2Sos. p. 150. August, 1927

Fortnightly, Vol.

The peak of Zogu*s ambition was reached

and realized in August

of 1927 when he was proclaimed King of the Albanians.

Remarking on

the

attainment of this goal, Nelo Drizari, an Albanian journalist, says*
* The new King is a progressive aristocrat who believes
in a gradual natural development of his country, as contras
ted with his former political rival, Fan N 0li, who believes
in radical changes. Besides being a genius in the practical
politics of Albania, Zogu is well equipped also with histoivical knowledge, having acquired his education in Vienna,
Albania, and Constantinople. He is essentially a western
man, with a strong leaning toward law and order, and a
belief in lawful, rather than unlawful means of settling
difficulties

Furthermore*
" Ahmed Zogu f6 rise to the throne of Albania is in keeping
with the psychology of the people. In Albania the KING
idea has taken deep root. No President can fill the place
of King Phyrrhus, King Alexander the Great, or King Scanderbeg,
These Kings, according to tradition were Albanians. It is
the same sort of tradition as that which prevents a Presi
dent of the United States from being re-elected for the
third time."2*
However conflicting may be the experience of these two correspond*ents which have been used as examples of the reporting of the Albanian
situation of the time, we still find that Zogu at least negotiated a
loan of 50,000,000 lire from his friend, Italy; started an economic
structural change in Albania that "smacked" of progress.

Besides the

loan, the famous "Treaty of Tirana", which has already been described,
was another major issue inaugurated by King Zogu.1
2

1.

Ahmed Zogu, King of the Albanians , Nelo Drizani, Current History,
Vol. 29, 193&-29. p. ^57* December, 1928.

2.

Ibid

Immediately following the World War many asserted that Albanian had
become a Hvassal” of Italy0
remains true that Albania1s

language
dependence on Italy is very substantial.

The dependence is both political and financial.

It derives principally

from two instruments, the Treaty of Tirana, and the agreement with the
Italian Credito Italiano Bank for the establishment of the Albanian Nationral Bank, and the flotation of the Albanian Government loan of 1Q?5.

The Treaty of Tirana was published in November, 1926, at a moment
when the Albanian Government was threatened with serious revolts in the
north.

In form it pledges Italy and Albania to aid each other, upon

request, in maintaining the status quo.

Its novelty lies in the fact

that the status quo which the two parties declare themselves interested
in maintaining is not only territorial and juridicial, but also political

what
has generally been interpreted to mean)

Italy pledges herself to prevent

the overthrow of the present Albanian regime, if threatened by revolution
or by other perils.

As it is now understood both abroad and in the Balkans
Ahmed

political
to Albania.
to do so.

Italy with this agreement has no alternative, and is bound
Needless to state that the Treaty in character and in intercharacter

no one would imagine Italy demanding t
to Italian soil to maintain its power.

This treaty has been duly registered with the League of Nations

and is one that is legal and "binding in every way.

Its peculiar policies,

and its European politics generally lies in the fact that it permits
Italy to, in a certain contingency, send her armies into Albanian terri
tory at the request of the Albanian Government.

So the Treaty has this

specific appeal and avowed disapproval of many, that Italy has legal
right to military intervention, and occupation of certain Balkan terri
tory whenever she chooses.

Italy possesses such right in respect to Albania as no other
nation can hope to ever have, for no other nation has signed a treaty
with Albania similar to the Treaty of Tirana.

If Italy wishes to enter

Albania and take military occupation whenever she chooses, no nation
could ever with any loud voice oppose her.

The nation that this agree

ment between Italy and Albania disturbs the most is the new state of
Jugoslavia.

It means just this, that the mere possibility of Ifcaly

sending an army into Albania, within striking distance of important
lines of communication, and military outposts has made the Slavs to feel
a certain death grip upon their future influence both an the Adriatic and
the Balkans in general.

Concievably the threat might be so serious

as to oblige Jugoslavia to come to any agreement that Rome might dictate^

The Belgrade Government has not been able to effect any modifica
tion of the Treaty of Tirana., altho her representatives have appealed
time and again to various European Powers to bring this matter before
the League of Nations, and has even, unofficially, but none the less
clearly indicated a threat of war should Italy ever attempt to land
troops on Albanian soil.

Premier Mussilini has consistently maintained

that the Treaty concerns only the two contracting parties, and that

no one else (it is supposed that he means, as he always does) neither
France, nor England., nor the League has a right to interfere.

The League Council cannot act ins such a matter except by unani
mous vote of all the votirg members, and Italy1* veto would he decisive.
Jugoslavia in the face of a possible conflict, after her bitter disappoint
cent in the influence of the League now has made a good "check— mate" to
this question by appealing to her Friend, patron and protector, France.
These two Powers signed a Treaty in which France pledges herself to aid
Jugoslavia should she be ever threatened with any military intervention
by Italy.

Albania*s financial dependence on Italy is even more direct and
complete than her political dependence.
explain the latter.

In fact, the former seems to

In November, 1525* -fciie Albanian government signed

the agreement by which it was to receive a loan of

50*000,000

lira from

an international syndicate headed by the Credito Italiano Bank.
"As a guarantee, Albania pledged the custom receipts*
The National Bank of Albania is the child of this loan
and has a board of control composed of Italians and Albanians
with the latter in minority. Albania has rich natural re
sources, and the bank has practically no competition in
the banking field or in real estate. The contract granted
to the Bpnk was signed by Mufid Lubahova, who was at the
same time Minister of the Interior."1 *

The terras of this loan negotiated between Italy and Albania
were in every respect disadvantageous to Aloania.
amortization sums on

50,000,000

Albania must pay

gold lira, altho the net proceeds (by

arrangement with the Italiano Bank) are only 36,000,000 lira.

But the

1. Ahmed Zogu, Klng_of the Albanians. Nelo Drizani, Current History, No.23
1928-29, p 7 ^ 5 7 ’ Dec. 1928•

Albanian government does not receive the money, which is earmarked to
construct forts and railroads.

It is paid to the contractors following

the Italio Credito Bank's approval, thereby in practice, all contracts
are granted to, or at least thru a subsidary of the Credito Italiano, the
society for the economic development of Albania.

The interest which Albania must pay to the Credito Italiano
Bank annually is at the rate of

percent, but, since it is not a direct

amortization loan, the charges thruout the period amount to around
percent net.
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Albania has from time to time protested against this "bleed-

ing" process of Horae, but Italy has not softened one iota in her demand.

The Albanian Government in 1925 and for some time yet
will be on the verge of bankruptcy.

$0

come

Should it fail to meet its semi~

annual obligations on the loan, Italy has the creditor's right to land
soldiers on Albanian soil and demand her money by means of the collection
of customs, as previously guaranteed.

Both the Treaty of Tirana and the loan has made Italy supreme
in Albania so long as Albania remains in close contact with Italian
policy.

It is only logical to assume that Italy will not foreclose

on her loan, but e*en increase the loan as has been indicated in the past
several years.

It is noteworthy that the British Govprnment disapproved of this
Italian loan,but at least placed no obstacle in its way.

However, be

as it may, Italy has achieved her ambition by complete ascendency in
Albania

What the future may hold is problematical, but even a slight
forecast on the basis of past events would indicate that Italy will
retain her dominance#

It is noted that the Jugoslav government is

actually preparing against the apprehended "encirclement".

The loan,

indeed, appears another step in the long series by which Italy and Jugo
slavia have been strengthening their positions against one another.
In view of the fact that all efforts at the peace settlements of these
national and international disputes of these nations have been proven
fruitless, what will be the ultimate effect of the Italio-Albanian
measures which have already been cited ?

The Albanian reaction to the entire situation has been adequately
stated by one commentator on the situation!
"Albania is not interested in Italy,s and Jugo
slavians Adriatic Rivalry - it does not care who
controls that body of water* Albania does not own
a single battleship, and her sea trade is insignif
icant. Only a few Albanian vessels float in Adriatic
waters."

1.

The Truth About Albania , Dr. Ladislas Rulien, Living Age, pp. 332338.

Feb 15, 1927.
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III.

TODAY

Uu

Fig. 3 . Various proposed boun
daries of Albania.*

Proposed by Balkan

Allies, 1913

Proposed by Austria and Italy, 1913
Proposed by Albanian Provisional Government, 1913
Fixed by the London Conference

* After a map in the Geographical Review, April, 19^3

Albania inJEcongmic and Financial
Perspective

today presents a different problem than
may
impossible*
know where to place her confidence.

She does not

Albania is tempted to look to

Jugoslavia on the one hand, and Greece on the other with a vdry positive
interest based on natural geographic and racial influences.

However,

despite this close relationship with countries near her, she has been
forced to turn to Italy for aid.

As wis illustrated in the previous unit of this paper, Italy was
very eager to take advantage of Albania.
the

50,000,000

With the Treaty of Tirana, and

gold lira private loan, which was never completed, we

finft Italy assuming complete independence of action relative to Albanian
affairs.

ALbania was so in need of Italy that when the Italian interests

thought it better not to issue credits to ALbania, that we find her not
important
economically,

Jven tho no credits were

Albanian

Italy, work was being done during the years 1933-35.

m s t be

remembered that the work, the greater part of all accomplishment in
ALbania during this period of from 1525-33 was really done with Ita

advantage in view.

If

proposed she would not

any
short, Albania was at the mercy

of her Italian honkers.

may

this point just Triiat influence the Italian Government had in Albania!
**That fbe roads built under Italian guidance are all
strategic roads, that the government buildings at
Tirana, were constructed with unnecessary iiiagnificance
to put money back in Italian pockets; that there was no
need for quite so many Italian everts end, in any case
for the short lived Academy of Music at Tirana with
its highly paid Italian teachers. It is extremely u n 
likely, it is urged, that it can really pay an Italian
steamship company to run a six day a week steamship
line service from Bari to IXirazzo, especially as the
boats are always nearly empty. And it will be suggest
ed that the accomodations in these boats, with four
berth cabins, even in the first class, is admirably
adapted for the work of troop transport."

The same may be said concerning the air-service, the schools, the
P
political set-up, the banks, and similar activities, but notwithstanding,
the Albanians have grown to dislike the Italians very much, and it is
this bitter hatred of Albania for Italy, plus the fact that the loan
is couched in "gold-standard" terms and paid otherwise, plus the fact
of an international depression, plus the fact that it seems evident
that no other nation is interested in issuing credits to Albania, that
makes us find Albania during the years of 1933 to 1$35 suffering the
greatest economic setback she has ever experienced.

The discontinuing of credits from Italy in 1933, which had pro

vided most of the basis for the country's economic development since

he Future, Ronald Mathews, Contemporary
Vol. 11*7, p. 219.

1S25, left the government virtually without liquid capital resources.
To make matters worse was an unbalanced budget and a heavy import surplus
which was only partially offset by invisible income from abroad.

Despite these obvious adverse conditions, some progress was
recorded during 1 9 3 5 * governmental expenditures were sharply reduced and
brought almost within current income; both imports and exports showed
mode8t gains, altho the readjustment in domestic business continued
but slowly.

The position of the bank issue remained strong and currency

has been stable in value, the Albanian franc having continued on a gold
basis without the aid of exchange regulations.
index rose to

6 2 .8 9

The general wholesale

( 1 9 2 7 considered as 100) at the close of 1 9 3 5 *

the highest since February, 1933*

comparable with 51*1^ a year earlier

It is true then that so far as money available will permit, an
advance economically, socially, financially, and politically is being
made today.

Today, co-operatives are being built up among the olive-

growers, and factories are being built for the production of oil and will
be taken over by the co-oneratives.

Another transformation that has

come about only recently is the ling1* newest plan, which declares that
half of the conscripts called up for army service will be drafted into
a land labor force.

Thus they are looking toward the improvement of ttee

soil, and will also give these men training in new methods of agriculture
and the best cultivation methods, which they will then carry back to
their villages at the end of their term of service.

Under the pressure

of the younger generation it is hoped that such old habits as the beating
down of the c$live crop from the trees, which bruises the olives and

"breaks the new shoots, and the refusal to prune the old branches , will
he completely abandoned*

Turning to the specific agricultural condition as revealed in
official statistics, we discover that in

1935

agricultural production

was somewhat smaller than in the preceeding year.

The following table

is illustrative!
Chief Crops in

1
.
Albania
1 335.

(Hectares)
Wheat
BarleyOats
Spelt
3ye

3S.9^

5.500
2 ,2ho
2,892

Vetch
Flax
Melons
Hay
Corn
Hice
Grapevines
Olive 8*
Tobacco
Potatoes
Cotton

l

l

5

?

i

1.233
,63“

636
Q h.bji

1U3

2,^05
1,279,270
1.500
358
3 U8

38,671
^ ,2 0 3

8,591
1.927
2,hlo

1,130
3

k

1.672
25,UUo
55.^7
iks
2,50c
1,337,750
1,752

ks

6,500
77.563
1^7,578

30 k

11.500

60
7.332

86,057
115, ^
321
10,112

13.651
1.U6S

13.566

260

1,600

321

139

157
3.798

Beans**

3,Uss

1,52s
1,02s

• Number of trees
** Included under corn
Hectare equals 2.^71 acres

It can be noted from the above that there was a decline in the
area planted to corn, Albania's chief agricultural crop, and a proportion-

1. frade information sheet on Albania, May, 1935*
Tirana, Albania*

American Legation,

ately greater drop in the total yield.

Snail decreases occured in the

wheat and rye crops, while oats showed a slight increase.

Olives, one-of

the country*s few export commodities, registered little change, while a
substantial gain was recorded in the out-put of grape products.

Another interesting Indflrxof the economic status is found in
the analysis of Albanians foreign trade as indicated in the following
tables!
Table

of

Albanian Foreign Trade by Leading Articles

IMPORTS
Commodity

Quantity
(metric tons41)

Textiles
Gasoline

It 556
2,9^
3.322
Kerosine
2,307
Leather
206
Lumber (cubic meters)1 0 ,0 9 6
Rice
2,53S
Industrial machinery
99
Coffee
5°7
M 0tor Vehicles(units)
75
Fuel oil
1.991
Cement
11,717
Agricultural Machinery
37
Beer
83
Wheat •
All other
r_
Total

1.93^
3.136
3.361*
2 ,1 9 s

23S

11.2 3 7

2,806
1*1+0

51*1*
92

Value
(1,000 gold francs**)
1934
1935
3 .3 17
622
521

*+.055
642
4io

m

39 6

333
326
326
15 0
356
221

395

2,691+

204

6,242
73

293
26

10 7

35

132

322

376
358
340
270
264
1^7
63

33
17

5.113
12,333

5.577
13.730

* Except as noted
** The gold franc is about $0*325*1

1. Trade Information Sheet on Albania, M^y, 1935*
Tirana, Albania.

American Legation,

Table of Albanian

TPCPOHTS
(metric tons*)

(1,000

Value
gold francs**)

Commodity

Cheese
Skins
*ggs
Olives
Wool
Livestock (head)
Fish
Bitumen
Tobacco and cigaret
Firewood
Charcoal
Olive Oil
All other
Total

JL2 3 U

-1935

4l2
668
933
1,113

8 17
692
l,l6 o
2 ,6 3 0

36 5

468
25,700
331

*8,5*42
6.490

6 .17 9

, 63
u .0 3 6

141
2 ,116

665

2 ,3 2 9

1461
6 l3
I495
129
312
575
432

373
63
153
22
2

1

3

6*49

mm

*4 , 2 8 4

*Sxcept as noted
** The gold franc is about $0*325

From the same source have come more accurate statistics than
were formerly available for the number of livestock in Albania, but
little indication is given of the rate of increase during recent years.
The statistics show the following livestock on

Albanian farms in

1935*
Kind

Number of head

H o r s e s ............................. 62,290
A s s e s ................................ 64,290
M u l e s ................................. 8,*400

C a ttle .....................................................................

382,658

S h e e p ............................. 1,^77.67^
G o a t s ...........................
975. ^ 8
Hogs .............................
23,29*4
B u f f a l o ...........................
6.29*+

An^fll products in Albania in 1935 were also estimated!
Kind
Kilograms,
Cheese ............................. 2,000,000
jggfl
1 f500f000
W o o l ................................
000,000

Altho Albania*s industrial development remained unimportant,
the building construction industry was almost at a standstill during

and

1935,

some extensions were reported to an existing cement plant and to a large
brewery.

Another industrial enterprise which has captivated Albanian

fancy is that of fishing, for the fish of Lake Ochrida, among others,
are famous.
dustry.

Help is being sou^it from Denmark to develop this new in

Ihen, and to what extent Denmark may help the Albanian fishermen

is not known at the time of writing.
A start is being made in Albania in the planting of new crops
such as cotton, as indicated on the earlier table.

Importance is also

attached to a project designed to increase the utilization of "briar-root"
Another interesting proposal is the prospective construction of a pipe
line and oil refinery by Italian interests.

This will bring petroleum

from the existing oil fields to tidewater at Valvona, where it is

thought

the quantity to be refined will eventually cover the domestic requirements
for gasoline and kerosine.

The out-put of crude petroleum totalled

6 , 1 5 2 metric tons in 1935*

Bitumen output of 6 ,6 5 6 tons, and lignite

of 2,000 tons all represented increases over the previousryears.

The

prospects for a fuller development of Albania1s deposits of copper ores
by 1 9 3 7 also improved.

"Albania has a monopoly on gasoline, kerosine, car
bide, salt, quinine, cigarette paper, matches, and
playing cards. The first three of these are operated
by the Agip, an Italian organization, the fourth by
Sita, an Albanian corporation, quinine by an Albanian
firm, and the rest by Stamles, also an Albanian company."

1.

Trade Information Sheet on Albania, 1935*
Tirana, Albania.

American Legation,

Another industry with a brilliant Albanian future is the Tourist
Trade.

The country offers a rugged landscape, with many interesting

spots for the satisfaction of the wanderlust.

Especially noticable in

this connection is the interest which Germany has displayed in sending
large groups of people to Albania for the outward appearance of touring
and traveling, but it is just possible that Germany may have other motives
thansiiaply those of "holidays'* in Albania.

As for the foreign trade, this in 1935 was larger than that of
the preceeding year both as concerns imports and exports, while the
excess of imports declined to the lowest figure recorded in a decade,
totaling 7 *6 9 3 * 0 0 0 francs as against 8,0^9,000 in 1 9 3 ^*

*n comparing

foreign trade figures it may be noted that the Albanian franc has
maintained its gold value unchanged since it was adopted in 1 9 2 5 as
the national currency base, the average value in 1 9 3 7 "being $0 *3 2 5 «

Exports of cheese and wool and eggs for 1 3 3 5 were the largest
in several years, while shipments of skins to foreign markets showed
considerable improvement over

I93U.

These four commodities, together

with olives, constitute Albania's chief exports in 1935*

The gains indicated above much more than offset a decline in
exports of livestock, and did produce a modest increase in the tdtal
farm income.

The new financial arrangement with Italy provides am

Annual sum for much needed extension work designed to improve the
methods of crop cultivation and of stock raising.

Whether the inde

pendent mountaineer grazing his herds in the isolated and sheltered
valleys will adopt the methods brought to him is another question, of

course

with I93U,

As compared

the imports in

1335

showed substantial

gains in textiles, lumber, rice, machinery, and motor vehicles, while
sugar recorded a marked decline.

As a sales source for motor vehicles,

howevdr, foreign manufacturers must await further improvement of roads
and highways befose embarking on large sales programs designed to attract
the Albanian fancy.

Most of the leading export items, with the notable exceptions
of livestock, fish, bitumen, and firewood, showed increases over the pre
vious year.

wIn I93U the leading imports of Albania were: cotton
sheeting, gasoline, sugar, wool sheeting, kerosene, cotton
thread, leather, coffee, rice, and building materials.
The principal exports were: livestock, skins, eggs, cheese,
A large part of the trade is

And thus Italy retains the predominant position in Albanian
trade during

1935*

"both as to imports and exports, naturally enough as

becomes her position as general banker and adviser.

She is followed by

Greece and the United States as export markets, and by J^pan and the
United Kingdom as sources of imports.

Of interest is a survey table of Albanian foreign trade by
the countries of origin, especially as regards her neighbors of the
Balkan Peninsula,

1.

The table follows|

Trade Information Sheet of Albania, May, 1935*
Tirana, Albania.

American Legation,

1.

Albanian Foreign Trade

IMPORTS
Country of Origin

Value
(1,000 gold frones*)
1935
193*

Italy
Japan
United Kingdom
Germany
Czechoslovakia
Yugoslavia
Greece
Rumania
United States
Austria
Belgium
France
Hungary
All other

1.UU3
i.l3U
641

679
827
63H
3
705
429
H10

362

Total

g?
_____m .
12,333

KXPORTS
Country of Destination
2,713

Italy
Greece
United States
France
Jugoslavia
All others

876

k211ll

__ 60

Total

Vais'

3,687
l, 2Ul
S56
79
73
3

6

6,037

In the development of her commercial policy, Albania until

1935

kept her foreign trade relatively free from artificial restrictions

Imnort auotas were almost unknown.and the only form of exchange restrict*
individual

However,

Albania*s consistently heavy excess of imports finally led to a change

Albania

in policy in August,19 3 5. when ft temporary embargo was placed on imports
of a few items, including passenger cars.

Early in

1936

it was ruled

that only countries whose imports of Albanian products represent at least
seventy precent of exports werd to receive favorable treatment*

this

applies to Italy, Greece, the United Kingdom, and the United States,
while imports from other countries are subject to special permits.

’Custom duties are levied on most types of merchandise,
in general by flat rates on specific commodities rather
than ad valorem. To the custom dues are added* a munici
pal communal tax of V$jo of the custom dues assessable; a
dock tax of 1$ of the custom dues assessable on goods
unloaded at seaports; a public instruction tax of 2$ of
the custom dues assessable; and 1$ ad valorem embellish
ment tax at the ports^of Durazzo and San Glovani di
Medua (near Scutari). *

Imports from the United States during 1935 were valued at

550*3^6

gold francs ($170 ,8o0), or four percent of the total, as compared

with 705,281 frenc8($339,390) or
United States totaled

856,391

5,7

percent in I93U.

Exports to the

francs ($273,330)» or lU percent of the

against
ing year.

A study of the table which follows i6 indicative of the relation
ship of the United States and Albania in this matter of commercial re
lationships, with but scant variations indicated in the several commodr*
ities studied.

The United States continues to rank as one of the three

leading markets for Albanian exports, chiefly by means of a 100$ increase
in her purchase of cheese over the purchases of

1.

193^«1

Tra.de Importation Sheet on Albania, M fty 1935 - American Legation,
Tirana, Albania,

Albanian foreign Trade by Leading Items
United States 1*

IMPORTS
Quantity
(Kilograms)*

Commodity

1935

1934

Motor vehicles(units)
6l
Automobile tires
54*328
and tubes
Cotton manufactures
28,649
Automobile accessories 24,597
Leather
27,l4o
Other machines
12,532
Coffee
261,676
Paraffin, stearin,
and ceresan
34,314
Lubricants
Radio sets
970
Wheat flour
77»IS7
Motion picture films
250
Agricultural machinery
.67
Rice
18,71^
Fuel oil
12,530
All other
____-___
Totals
-

Value
(gold francs)**
1934
1935

169,326

67
39,660

91,483

56,106

28,935
33.731
29,097
17.295
3M 31

175.739

56,563

11,213

39,088

28,622
25,402

-

81,681
1.894
65,^23
2,91?
7,894
41,965
59 ,500

6,907
11.895

450

333
3.697
l,4oo
8*5.018

166,109
63,1491
571
48,563
28,*599
23,419
23,H9
18.
17,738
13.3^2
n.951
10,443

8,200
7,638
5,831

705,281

550,3

U12.827

253,051
3.040
*500

EXPORTS
Cheese
Other milk products
Olives
Total

356.627 717.^3

2,400

.-1x512__

-_____
Sl2,827

856,391

* Except as noted
** The gold franc is about $0,325*
Kilogram equals 2*2 pounds.1

1. Economic Review of Albania, Sp. Cir.
Washington, D.C.

376,

Department of Commerce

Because of the depression and the witholding of additional
Italian credits, the country's balance of payments will doubtless receive
more careful study in the future as a basis in shaping the commercial
policy.

Heretofore, with a substantial foreign debt, a heavy import

surplus and an income from such sources as merchant marine or tourist tradi
Albania's foeign position has been kept in order by credits from Italy,
aided by emigrant remittances and benevolent contributions, chiefly from
the United States.

No data are available concerning these remittances,

but some idea, of their extent may be gained from foreign exchange holdings
of the National Bank, which shows a decline of 2,^92*827 francs in 1935
as against an import surplus of 7*692,660 gold francs.

Since no new

credits were obtained from Italy during the year and foreign trade was
almost exclusively on a cash basis, and with ample allowance for other
minor items of income as well as for gold and foreign banknotes coming
out of hoarding, it is roughly estimated emigrant remittances would rep
resent several million francs.

The substantial compression in Government expenditures init:
ted in the fiscal year which ended March 31» 1935* was carried still
further during the subsequent year.

Total disbursements were nearly

Tfli less than in the year 1933-3^. with the heaviest reductions occu
national
pared with Uf £ in the previous year.

These expenditures included the

cost,as it were, of maintaining the country's police force.

Revenues have declined sharply, with custom receipts and
excise taxes on manufactures showing the heaviest losses.
tions and profits from state monopolies represent about

Bustom collec

50$

of total

1

56

revenues, so that the shrij|Jcage in both foreign and domestic trade made
a heavy drop in receipts inevitable.

The financial arrangement with

Italy is expected to cover the deficit anticipated in the 1335“ 36
estimates.

The following budgetary study is of interest!
Albanian National Budgets
(Fiscal year April 1 - March

1933-31*

Revenues

31 )
193M 5

1935-36.

(Thousands of gold francs*)
Public domain
Direct taxes!
Manufactures
Agricultural products
Animals
Other
Indirect taxes!
Customs receipts
Alcohol, tobacco, sugar, coffee,
and flour
Monopolies
Public services
All other
Total

So 5

550

*75
U50
800

1,000

1.7^5

600
1.500
1,100
1,600

7,500

5 ,0U0

5,000

2,900
5.120

2,690
3,960
770
____ 622__
13,507

1,000
2,800

1,000

982
t.. 5-81,
527

1,530

2,375

3,610
1,200
____________

17,237

Expenditures
Ministry
Ministry
Ministry
Ministry
Ministry
Ministry
Ministry
Ministry

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

U.l+78

Finance
Justice
Interior
Education
Foreign Affairs
Public Works
National Economy
National Defense

1,13 1
2,529
3.250
7U9

1,962
652
12 ,776Total
Deficit

„ 27,527.

3,000

3.529
793
1,588

3.013
Us 2

1,221
%

3.6U0
815
%%
l.HUs
2,878
UU7

UUg
%

1 .&*
6U5
6,151 __

18.888

18,035__

a

381

798

1. Economic Review of Albania, Sp. Cir,• 376, Department of Commerce,
Washington, D.C«

'•There are two banks in Albania: The National Bank of
Albania operating in this country with offices at
Tirana, Scutari, Durazzo, Valvona, Saranda, Gjinokaster,
Korcha, and Elbasan, and the Export Bank of Belgrade
(Yugoslav) at Tirana.
The unit of Albanian currency is
the gold franc, vfliich is equal in value to the Swiss
franc, or about 32 cents at the present rate of exchange.

With the exception of the Yugoslav Export Bank which opened
business in Tirana in I33 U, all banking

for

has remained in the hands of the

National Bank of Albania, an Italian controlled institution, founded in

1926

with exclusive note issue privileges.

The balance sheet of the

National Bank at the close of 1935* included herewith, discloses a
favorable position in spite of a steady decline in foreign exchange hold
ings since

1333 *

2?he ratio of the gold exchange to note circulation

plus demand liabilities stood at
end of I93U.

97*9$

as compared with

101 .3$

at the

Evidences of some economic improvement are found in a

modest gain in miscellaneous credit operations, while a substantial
decline in holdings of treasury bills was offset only in part by a rise
in note circulation.

"Short term credit is often extended ny European
exporters to Albanian concerns with which business
has previously been done, or which offers sufficient
guarantees. Reliable bank or business references are
difficult tg obtain. Caution in extending credit is
advisable."1
2

1. Trade Information Sheet on Albania, Rev. 1935* May.
Legation, Tirana, Albania.
2.

Ibid.

The American

The statement of the National Bank of Albania to which reference
has been made is included below!

The

Statement of the National Bank of Albania
December 11, 1Q55
(1,000 gold francs*)

Change from
December 31. 193^

Assets

Gold
Silver
Foreign exchange
Treasury bills
Advances on collateral
Other loans
Investments
Real estate
Furniture and fixtures
Unissued capital stock
Other assets

7,556

i

-

-

13.79^
3.911

-

3
2.927
1.993
33f

156
262

i

565
3U9

4

912

-

1
8,663
22.155

3

-

28
-

4

205
3.92*+

1
4
■
-

50
1 ,22U
3.315
lagjL
3.9*

Total

Liabilities
Authorized capital
Reserve fund
Banknotes in circulation
Demand liabilities
Other liabilities
Total

Albania’s national debt consists chiefly of various loans
from quasi-public organizations in Italy, the largest of which is the
20,000,000 gold franc public works loan of 1925*

With the stoppage of advances from Italy in 1933 of sums
comparable to the one mentioned above, Albania defaulted on all the
services of these loans.

Early in

193°

agreements were made and reached1

1. Economic Review of Albania, Sp, Cir. 37^*
Washington, D.C.

Department of Commerce,

in

©11

of the minor credits, hut the question of the large public works

loan remained unsettled.

The financial terms extended have been very

favorable in most cases, the creditors being willing to postpone amoiv
tization payments and even to cancel accrued interest in some cases.
Because of many uncertainties of these types, it is difficult to assign
a true value to the Albanian public debt.

Albania - a Prediction

When Albania turned toward Italy she had a good reason for doing
so.

The organization of Albania cost money, a lot of money.

Just not

things are comparatively quiet, but the hill dwellers of Albania still
inspire fear, and Italy has shown herself to be more willing to copperate
with her somewhat distant neighbor than have the closer neighbors of
Yugoslavia or Greece.

The conservative Tiranian Government adopted a pro-Italian
policy simply because the welfare of their country depends entirely on
land refonps.

The Albanian people who live on their crops of c o m , today demand
that Zogu lead them on the right path, now that their patriotic enthusiasm
has really showed signs of profit, not only individually but collectively.
The Albanians know how important their little country is to any nation
that gains a foothold on her territory.

She knows how any nation having

military occupation of her harbors
Balkans

respect to all lines of co K i l l

She knows that to control the Adriatic, Italy, Austria, end Jugoslavia
must have access to her ports.

But does this problem child want war ?

Bvidentlv not - Albanian troubles have hitherto been due to internal
dissentions — and the peoples of the clans want peace.

In spite of political, financial, and natural rigors of the
country, Albanian resources and general economic situation from 193**~1937

prospered rapidly

In the absence of first class roads, and with only a single
small railroad until recent years, the Adriatic Sea has been the basis
Mi l l

iracticalky all of Albania

However, Italy has kept her guiding hand on the Albanian destinies
as they have related to all this commerce, and Albania in the future
will only improve her relations with the world as an independent
nation only insofar as Italy may encourage, develop, foster, and plan
for this youthful nation which has definitely established itself as
a positive economic unit in the world today.

There is still the Balkan Peninsula, still the Adriatic Sea*

Perhaps, before destinies are completed, again on the plateaus
where the armies of Pompey once fought, modern troops will again
come to grips.

The problem of Albania, the problem of the problem

child of the Adriatic, the Albanian question - it is not settled nor
solved, and Albania still remains the open wound of the Balkans.
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